
  
  

Rain, rain, go away… come again another day 

Project Update for Week Ending 5/5/16 

  

I’m sure its not lost on anyone in town that the rain has been tough on 

us. Unfortunately, the forecast calls for much of the same.  With that 

said, we’ve made some progress.  Crews were able to open the new 

parking lot to the public on Monday morning.  The lot, located off of 

North Rail Road Street, still see some minor construction activity but it 

shouldn’t affect parking in any way.   

 

The first block of Lena continues to be under a closure to vehicle traffic until Thursday morning, May 12. When it 

reopens ACC will continue to work on the sidewalks and the driving surface will be compacted road base vs. 

the pavement which will follow in a few weeks. The second block of Lena, from Clinton to Charles Street will be 

closed Monday, May 9th for approximately 3 weeks. ACC will maintain pedestrian traffic and will allow the 

postal carriers to access the post office from the intersection of Clinton Street.    Post office access will be 

limited to foot traffic with parking available at Hartwell Park, Clinton Street, or on the new parking lot. For your 

safety, please follow the direction of the flaggers and signs and only cross Lena Street in designated areas.  

 

We intend to continue to work through Saturday for the foreseeable future allowing us to make up for these 

less productive days and meet project deadlines for opening of the city streets.  

   

Stay Alert! All Week, flaggers will be initiating occasional traffic holds on SH 62 at North Lena Street as we begin 

building back the street, in order to provide safety for haul trucks and concrete trucks entering the project 

extents. This will occur during standard construction hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. Traffic holds will be minimal and 

should not exceed 5 minutes. Pedestrians and bicyclists should use marked crosswalks and sidewalks to access 

the park and businesses on Lena.  

 
 Please be alert to personnel in the work zone and drive slow through the cone zone!  

Public Information: 970-430-0933  Email: SH62Ridgway@accbuilt.com  
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